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Abstract: A computer network can be defined as many computing devices
connected via a communication medium like the internet. Computer network
development has proposed how humans and devices communicate today.
These networks have improved, facilitated, and made conventional forms
of communication easier. However, it has also led to uptick in-network
threats and assaults. In 2022, the global market for information technology is
expected to reach $170.4 billion. However, in contrast, 95% of cyber security
threats globally are caused by human action. These networks may be utilized
in several control systems, such as home-automation, chemical and physical
assault detection, intrusion detection, and environmental monitoring. The
proposed literature review presents a wide range of information on Wireless
Social Networks (WSNs) and Internet of Things (IoT) frameworks. The aim
is first to be aware of the existing issues (issues with traditional methods) and
network attacks on WSN and IoT systems and how to defend them. The
second is to review the novel work in the domain and find its limitations.
The goal is to identify the area’s primary gray field or current research
divide to enable others to address the range. Finally, we concluded that
configuration. Message Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) messages have
higher efficiency in network performance degradation than alternative Bridge
Data Unit Protocol (BPDU) forms. The research divides our future research
into solutions and newly developed techniques that can assist in completing
the lacking component. In this research, we have selected articles from 2015
to 2021 to provide users with a comprehensive literature overview.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks (WSN); internet of things (IoT);
industrial revolution 4.0 (IR4.0); computer networks; network security

1 Introduction

The economy is being boosted by the modernization trend and the rising usage of cutting-
edge technologies. Smart technologies are critical to long-term economic growth. They turn homes,
workplaces, factories, and even cities into self-contained, autonomous systems that act without human
intervention, saving humans from data collection and processing [1]. Cyber-physical systems are
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transforming organizations [2]. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are among the most popular study
areas.

Similar to WSN, which is composed of a large number of sensor nodes or a group of nodes, WSN
is an environment-independent network. These networks might be used in a range of control systems,
including surveillance, assault detection, home automation, and environmental monitoring. The core
idea behind the Internet of Things (IoT) is to provide millions of small, linked devices that might work
together to accomplish a common objective. These simple, yet intelligent, objects can wirelessly detect
and converse [3]. The IoT is becoming a reality because of the growing number of these tiny, networked
devices.

This research addressed the many security vulnerabilities in WSNs and IoT. WSN and IoT
challenges and similarities are also discussed in this study. However, these attacks are further classified
into network layers (Physical, Data Link, Network, Transport, and Application). Furthermore, this
research reviewed the number of data-link problems, issues, and assaults, as well as a comparative
study of data-link layer attacks to demonstrate the degrading efficiency of the attack on the network.
From 2014 through 2026, millions of short-range and long-range IoT devices are anticipated to be
deployed, according to Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Total number of expected IoT and non-IoT devices till the year 2026 [4]

WSNs are a collection of nodes or many sensor nodes that may be put anywhere in the environ-
ment. These networks might be used in various control systems, including environmental monitoring,
home automation, chemical, and physical assault detection, surveillance, and many more [5]. The
downsizing of electronic equipment has aided WSN deployment to the point that excessive power
consumption is no longer a barrier for large-scale, distant deployments. WSNs’ range of applications
has grown as their technical concerns have been resolved. Wireless sensor networks are generally set
up ad hoc, making installing them simple [6].

Furthermore, IoT applications designed to aid the disabled or elderly are essential in delivering
ease and mobility at varying degrees of unconventionality at a reasonable price [7]. The Inter-
net of Things is quickly becoming necessary for many industrial and communication technology
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applications. IoT has applications in various industries, including agribusiness, climate, clinical care,
education, transportation, and finance. These improvements and advancements make our lives more
accessible [8]. In today’s competitive economy, the majority of supply chains struggle to retain their
competitiveness in the global supply chain due to the increasing complexity of each level of supply
chain operations. Businesses must use critical technologies to become more competitive and sustain-
able in the global supply chain, and operations must be better managed and automated wherever
feasible [9,10]. One of the key concepts of Industry 4.0 is the “smart factory,” which is envisioned
as a fully connected manufacturing system that operates primarily without human intervention by
generating, transferring, receiving, and processing all necessary data to perform all necessary tasks
and produce all types of goods [11]. Using the Internet of Things (IoT), sensor networks, and wireless
networks, Industry 4.0 is based on the interconnectedness of three key components: people, things,
and businesses [12]. Market demands and new technologies are transforming manufacturing firms’
business operations and creating smart factories and warehouses.

The current study emphasizes the importance of the “Internet of Things” concept in data
collection and real-time information sharing [13]. IoT devices will be operational on a scale of over 10
billion by 2021. IoT devices will be operational on more than 25.4 billion different systems by 2030.
Data generated by IoT devices will total 73.1 zettabytes (ZB) by 2025 [14]. Businesses in the IoT sector
were expected to earn more than 450 billion dollars in sales in 2020. In 2021, it is predicted that the
IoT market, which includes hardware, software, systems integration, and data services, would be worth
$520 billion. According to estimates, the worldwide market for Internet of Things (IoT) technology
will reach $1 trillion by 2022. By 2027, it is expected that the Internet of Things market would reach
$2 trillion [15]. Fig. 1 states the expected number of installed short-range and long-range IoT devices
in millions from the year 2014 to the year 2026 [16].

Intelligent factories and warehouses are emerging as a result of changes in the business operations
of manufacturing organizations in response to market demands and new technologies. Due to the
complexity of each level of supply chain operations in today’s competitive market, the majority of
supply chains are attempting to preserve their competitiveness in the global supply chain. Traditional
approaches and systems are also prone to different forms of assaults, including worms, Trojan horses,
viruses, and malware, as well as denial of service, distributed denial of service, hello flood, and replay
attacks. As aforementioned, several works have been done in the literature regarding WSN and IoT.
However, the contributions of the proposed work are listed as follows:

• Finally, that arrangement was decided. The objective is to pinpoint the main research gap
or gray region in the area so that others may address it. Regarding network performance
degradation, RSTP messages are more effective than other BPDU formats.

• The proposed study also highlights the assaults mentioned above, especially at the data link
layer, to increase network security.

Based on the preceding explanation, the suggested effort focuses on three questions’ and targets
them as follows:

Q1. What security attacks have existed in WSNs?

Q2. What are the exciting issues in wsn and Iot frameworks?

Q3. What are common attacks in Data Link Layer?
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Table 1 summarizes the investigation findings, and Fig. 2 shows the paper selection mechanism
regarding the targeted domain.

Table 1: Research finding mechanism

Review questions Q1. What security attacks have existed in WSNs?
Q2. What are the existing issues in wsn and Iot frameworks?
Q3. What are common attacks in data link layer?

Research selection criteria • Journal articles, conference papers, reports
• Research published during the period between 2014–2021
• Researchers must provide the answers to the research questions.
• Research also contains the title, year, and source.
• The survey targeted network security attacks, WSN issues, data

link layer issues, WSN and IoT similarities, challenges of data
link layer attack

Research exclusion criteria • Summaries of events and seminars.
• The publication is not in English.

Literature search • Source: IEEE, Springer, peerj, and Scopus
• Search equations: Data link layer issues, network security attacks,

wsn issues, data link layer issues, WSN and IoT similarities,
challenges of data link layer attack

Targeted area (No of studies)
[reference]

• Background and statistics (15) [1–16]
• Similarities of WSN And IoT (1) [17]
• Issues In WSN and IoT frameworks (11) [18–31]
• Network security attacks in IoT and WSNs (7) [32–47]
• Issues of data link layer [48–54]
• Challenges of data link layer attack(1) [49]
• Attacks on the data link layer (2) [50,51]
• Idea proposed (3) [52–54]

This research gave a broad review of several approaches and techniques used in WSNs. The
academic papers chosen for discussion in this review research year by year from 2011 to the present
are shown in Fig. 3.

The rest of the sections are organized as follows: The second section looks at network security
assaults, and the third looks at vulnerabilities with WSNs and IoT frameworks. Section 4 then discusses
the similarities between WSNs and the IoT; Section 5 then discusses data link layer issues; Section 6
challenges the data link layer attack; Section 7 then attacks the data link layer and discusses the
proposed idea; Section 9 then provides a discussion based on research questions, and Section 10
concludes the paper.
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Figure 2: Research selection mechanism
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Figure 3: Distribution of these review papers by year of publication

2 Similarities of WSN and IoT

These two domains are intelligent and environment-friendly, with sensors connected via network-
ing devices to collaborate and make human lives more manageable. The WSN is a driver of smart
agriculture, while the IoT promotes agricultural output and efficiency. Both IoT and WSN have been
accepted in the healthcare system, which may be because IoT and WSN may be used in a variety of
equipment, such as cameras and beds, heat, stoves, and accelerometer sensors [17]. Implementation of
a real-time monitoring system for meal carts using WSN and IoT. A comparison of the performance
of both methods on real-world facilities.

Similarly, IoT installation results in significantly reduced latency. Therefore, the position of
trolleys has no bearing on the latency of IoT installation. Furthermore, the IoT deployment results in
longer battery life.
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3 Issues in WSN and IoT Frameworks

In this section, various significant issues of WSN and IoT frameworks are mentioned, highlighting
the importance of reducing and solving, creating an emerging area of research as well.

3.1 Security

One of the essential needs in run-time applications is to keep the WSN secure. The network should
enforce access control to prevent unauthorized access. The hub should maintain access control to
prevent unauthorized access. Privacy and information accuracy must be protected [18]. Increased
security threats and new security issues arise as the number of linked devices to communication
networks grow in the Internet of Things (IoT). Any node is connecting to the internet, whether a
restricted or smart device, acquires security concerns [19]. Some of the crucial security criteria for the
IoT are acceptance, confirmation, classification, confidence, and information security. Whether it uses
basic or advanced technologies, each gadget linked to the internet has security issues [20]. Acceptance,
confirmation, categorization, confidence, and information security are some of the essential security
requirements in the IoT. Outsiders or employees within the company might be intruders. As a result,
keeping up security with various organizational arrangements is extremely difficult for the flexible
detecting gadget. Safeguarding information against dictatorial forces or illegal access is described as
“security. Information security, often known as computer security, is critical to IoT security [21].

3.2 Data Privacy and Confidentiality

A major issue with IoT and network security is data confidentiality. The customer has access to
the data and manages the system in IoT frameworks. The Internet of Things device should be able to
confirm if the user or device has been granted access to the system [22]. Approval decides whether a
person or device may receive assistance after presenting distinct evidence. Access management is the
process of restricting access to properties by granting or denying authorization in accordance with a
set of laws. In order to get system access, numerous clients, objects, and devices must first authenticate
one another through trusted administrations. The challenge is figuring out how to manage the client’s
personality, possessions, and technology in a secure manner [23]. Privacy and confidentiality with
IoT devices and frameworks are key problems due to the pervasiveness of IoT and WSN systems.
Information protection is one of the major unknowns in the IoT due to the considerable danger of
security flaws such sniffing and spoofing, unauthorized access, data modification, and forging with the
unauthorized alteration of IoT and WSN nodes [24]. Security matters much in acquiring information,
just as it does in sharing knowledge; therefore, the exploration problems must be addressed. An
aggressor can utilize a variety of IoT administrations and apps to store sensitive and personal data. If
they are exposed as unstable, sensitive data can be exposed to outsiders [25].

3.3 Data Gathering and Transmission

The primary goal of WSNs is to collect data and transfer it to where it is needed. Since data from
the appropriate environment will be gathered and delivered to the base station, the sensors will be used
sporadically. Data is collected and forwarded to the sink hub as part of the information collection
process. At times, the obtained data is more than useless. Therefore, transferring it to the sink hub is
unnecessary since it would consume energy. As a result, caution should be exercised when gathering
and transmitting data [26]. In many instances, entities are linked, and information is sent and sold
through the internet, offering client protection while posing numerous threats to sensitive data. The
attacker can break a node or gather vital or unusual data that could be used against the system.
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Additionally, the attacker can remove a node and steal it or replace it with a rogue node, harming
the entire network [27].

3.4 Resource Limitations

If not correctly handled, a few restrictions on necessary resources in the WSN and IoT might
influence network performance. The network makes use of sensors, which need energy to operate. The
network also needs a communication channel to function because the nodes rely on the internet for
data transfer. As a result, both are always required to maintain everything operating properly; other-
wise, the network would collapse. Due of their inadequate computational, battery, and communication
capacities, the nodes have restricted resources. This is a recurring issue regarding gadget-level security,
as the expense of heavyweight security calculations, which need more assets to maintain network speed,
cannot be afforded. As a result, a low-level, regulated security component is necessary to restrict
force use during interruption identification measures. WSN’s lifespan will be extended because of this.
Numerous techniques have been developed to address node resource constraints [28,29].

3.5 QoS (Quality of Service)

The quality of service (QoS) indicates sensor networkability when gathering specific implementa-
tion parameters. QoS may be described as program-specific and network-specific [30]. Organizational
involvement, the optimal number of dynamic sensors, efficiency, an estimate of sensor detail, dor-
mancy, and delay accuracy are among the particular limitations of the QoS application. The QoS
network’s perspective refers to effectively managing resources and transmission power and fulfilling
application requirements. WSN’s QoS can also withstand expansion by canceling nodes. Because the
enterprise’s geography tends to evolve and data management is ambiguous, tracking QoS boundaries
for sensor networks is difficult. However, a Computational Geometry method is adaptable to enhance
the QoS [31].

3.6 Tampering

The sensor might be placed in a harsh climate, in a distant location with poor security, etc. In such
an environment, the likelihood of a sensor being physically assaulted is significantly higher; therefore,
physical protection cannot be guaranteed. Tampering with the network involves disconnecting or
altering the current network, which is a (Denial of Service) DoS assault. The attacker can substitute a
fake or malicious node for the original node. IoT and WSN networks are prone to stealing sensor hubs,
allowing attackers to modify data or transmit malware throughout the network, causing significant
harm. After demonstrating the actual theft of devices, the adversary may isolate sensitive data from the
captured devices to launch subsequent attacks on the WSN and IoT architectures. Constant network
monitoring is necessary to stop or control physical assaults and guarantee security so that the WSN
cannot be tampered with and the network’s performance stays stable.

3.7 Authentication and Authorization

Nodes are the building blocks of the Internet of Things that must be defined in the network or
physically. IoT networks span a broad region to trace the transmission between devices and access the
whole network. Without data consistency, the overall naming arrangement of nodes is unsafe. Attacks
on domain name system (DNS) cache placement might harm the network’s overall performance. Node
identification is required for each target to be individually recognized. Because each mark represents
a potential assault site, the fake node should be discovered as quickly as possible. Devices and their
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data must be protected from physical and logical assaults on the network. Authentication necessitates
the verification of the nodes’ identities. The confidentiality and fairness of the messages transmitted
cannot be guaranteed if communication with the proper node is not established. If authentication
is not properly managed, an attacker can gain access to the network and make fraudulent claims.
Authentication is difficult to achieve due to the abundance of wireless media and the nature of sensor
networks. Validating that you are who you claim you are is what authentication implies. This is often
performed through the use of a login and password authentication approach. However, this method
is insufficiently secure. Passwords should be updated on a regular basis, and computers should not be
left alone. Authentication also involves the use of an authentication method by both the sender and
the recipient to authenticate the provenance of the messages.

4 Network Security Attacks in IoT and WSNs

The network security assaults on the IoT and WSN layers are described in Table 2. The attacks
are categorized accordingly to the network layers they hit and cause damage to. The table also depicts
how much IoT and WSN share common attributes within.

Table 2: Network security breach in the IoT and WSN layers

Sr # Network layer Attacks

1 Physical layer Interception, Radio interference, Jamming, Tempering, Sybil attack

2 Data link layer Replay attack, Spoofing, altering routing attack, Sybil Attack, collision,
traffic analysis, monitoring, exhaustion.

3 Network layer Blackhole attack, wormhole attack, sinkhole attack, grey hole attack,
selective forwarding attack, hello flood attack, misdirection attack,
internet smurf attack, spoofing attack.

4 Transport layer De-synchronization, Transport layer flooding attack

5 Application layer Spoofing, alter routing attack, false data ejection, Path-based DOS

4.1 Denial of Service Attack (DOS

A denial-of-service (DoS) attack is a sophisticated attack in which the perpetrator aims to make
a machine or framework resource challenging or inaccessible to its intended user. It is accomplished
by flooding the target with movement or sending it data that causes a collision with its authorized
customers by rapidly or uncertainly exacerbating the network of a host connected to the internet. DoS
attacks succeed in two ways: they deny authenticated clients access to services they expect [32].

4.2 Distributed Denial of Service Attacks (DDoS)

DDoS is a type of DoS assault in which many sites launch attacks simultaneously. By flooding
the anticipated Uniform Resource Locators (URL) with more requests than the server can handle, a
DoS attack tries to render an online site inaccessible to its users. Unlike a DoS assault, a DDoS attack
needs several infected nodes to flood a single target with messages or connection requests, causing the
device server or network resource to slow down or crash [33,34].
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4.3 Hello Flood Attack

It’s a type of network-layer assault. HELLO, packets are used as weapons in the Hello, flood
assault to convince the wireless sensor network node. In this type of attack, an attacker with a
significant radio transference value and network capacity delivers HELLO packets to numerous sensor
hubs scattered throughout a large WSN. As a result, when transferring data to the base station, the
unlucky victim nodes try to catch up with the aggressor. The culprit finally mocks them since they
know it is their neighbor [34].

4.4 Replay Attack

It’s a type of network-layer assault. The replay assault is a device attack directed by a specific
class in which an aggressor defines an intelligence conversion and falsely has it postponed or rehashed.
The sender or harmful material completes the delay or rehashing of the information transmission by
capturing and retransmitting the information. When an attacker repeats a flood of messages between
two gatherings and replays the stream to update their directing table on stale courses, this is known as
a replay assault [35].

4.5 Worms, Trojans, Viruses, and Malware

Malicious software can be used by an attacker to alter data, steal information, or even assault a
device with a denial-of-service attack. You can get a computer worm when you download a file or get
an update. The worm then replicates and starts attacking other networked computers. Your computer
becomes infected with the Trojan horse when you download and open a file. Unlike viruses, most
Trojans can only be located on your computer. A virus affects your computer’s host files when you
transfer data over email, and it then spreads to other user [36,37]. Malware is any program that can
affect the output and operation of your computer equipment, both locally and remotely. If data from
IoT devices is compromised, malware might pollute the cloud or data centers [38].

4.6 Black Hole Attack

It is a network-layer assault known as a packet drop attack. In this network, a node sends an route
request packet (RREQ) packet to all its neighbors. Throughout the way-finding process, a malicious
node publicizes the erroneous routes as the appropriate way to the originating hub. When the source
selects a path that includes the assailant hub, the activity begins to pass via the adversary hub, then
dropping packages individually or in bulk. Many damaging assaults travel through the dark gap [4,39].

4.7 Sink Hole Attack

Attempts by nodes to attract system traffic by advocating its fake guiding reform were jeopardized
by a kind of attack. A network-layer assault is referred to as a sinkhole attack. The sinkhole node tries
to pull all system movement in its direction, which changes the information bundles, shortens the
system lifetime, entangles the system, and eventually destroys it. Furthermore, it is frequently utilized
to carry out novel assaults such as specific sending ambushes, perception satirizing strikes, left or
changed directing data, and a hostile node generates forged guiding data. It poses as a genuine node
for the course [40–44].

4.8 Data Integrity Attack

This is an example of a network layer intrusion. In a wormhole assault, an aggressor gathers
bundles at a specific point in the system and tunnels them to another place in the framework. It
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replicates them in the structure that starts there a little time later. Wormhole nodes in a system imitate
a course, making it shorter than the original. This throws off the directing components, which rely on
learning about node separation. Without understanding the system or trading off honest nodes, the
aggressor may carry out this attack [45].

4.9 Selective Forwarding

In this network assault, malicious nodes fail to assist any data packets, preventing them from being
sent to other nodes. The rogue node can change, drop, or selectively forward all communications to
other network nodes. As a result, the data transmitted to the intended recipient is insufficient [46].

5 Issues of Data Link Layer
5.1 Services at the Network Layer

This service’s primary objective is to deliver network-layer services. This layer’s duty is to transfer
data from the network layer of the source machine to the network layer of the destination machine. For
communication between the two data layers, the Data Link Control Protocol is utilized. Many critical
services are sent from the Data Link layer to the Network layer, including invisible c-less services,
recognized help that does not require a connection, and well-known services [47].

5.2 Framing

The services offered to the network layer data connection are used by the physical layer. Data is
sent in frames from the source machine to the destination machine. The destination computer should
be able to see where the frame starts and ends so that it can quickly identify the structure. The bitstream
is decoded and the layer checksums are computed by the data link layer. At the destination layer, the
checksum is listed. By introducing blank spaces and temporal pauses, framing divides the bitstream.
It is difficult and risky to keep track of the time and note the beginning and conclusion of each frame.
There are several methods for framing [48].

5.3 Flow Control

Flow control is used to halt data transmission at the receiver’s end. The frames will be sent from
the transmitter to the receiver quickly. However, because the sender uses a lightly loaded machine, the
receiver uses a densely packed machine, and the receiver will not take them as rapidly as the sender.
As the frames arrive, the receiver will be unable to manipulate them. It makes no difference if the
transmission is flawless at some point. Following are the ways to terminate transmission by requesting
the transmitter block any wrong signals.

• Flow control based on feedback
• Flow control based on a rate

5.4 Error Control

The goal is to prevent copying and guarantee that the frames reach their destination without
incident. As a result of reaching structures, both positive and negative acceptance messages are also
sent. In light of this, the frame seems to be in fine shape if the sender experiences favorable acceptance.
Positive look, on the other hand, denotes that the frame is in good condition; otherwise, it will be
re-transferred. The sender and recipient both have timers configured. Moreover, a sequence number
is given to the transmission’s outbound data. Since it is a retransmitted frame, the receiver will be
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able to tell right away. One of its main duties falls under the purview of the data connection layer
[40–50]. Similarly, the data link layer deals with transmission problems; it provides transmission
acknowledgment of frames to protect connections if a structure is lost and is also responsible for
recognizing and eliminating duplicate frames.

5.5 Physical Address of Frames

The data connection layer adds the Data Link Layer (DLL) to the frame to describe the physical
address of the sender or recipient. Denial of service (DoS), Media Access Control (MAC) cloning, and
layer-2-based broadcasting are three assaults that affect the data connection layer. Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) answers that have been fake sent to network hosts constitute a broadcast assault. The
broadcast address is substituted for the default gateway’s MAC address in these ARP answers. In Layer
2-based DoS attacks, the attacker modifies the ARP caches of network hosts using MAC addresses
that don’t exist. The attacker utilizes the target host’s MAC and Internet Protocol (IP) addresses after
employing a DoS attack to disable it. A globally unique MAC address is expected to be assigned to
each network interface device. Enabling MAC cloning, however, makes it simple to alter [51]. Because
the interface between the host and the network systems is weak, attacks take place at the data link layer.
The data connection layer guarantees effective data transmission between networked machines [52,53].

6 Challenges of a Data Link Layer Attack

Attacks on the DLL are also possible. An attacker may purposely breach the communication
protocol, sending messages often to generate communication channel collisions [54]. Collisions of this
nature would require the retransmission of any packets affected by the collision. An adversary might
use this strategy to drain the power supply of a sensor node by including oversupply retransmission.
In the data, there are seven possible risks. Denial-of-service attacks: the data link layer comprises
collisions, unfairness, and battery fatigue. Denial of service attacks on the network layer include traffic
misdirection, hello flood attacks, homing, selective forwarding, Sybil, wormholes, and acknowledge
flooding.

7 Attacks on the Data Link Layer

Intrusion detection systems usually operate at layer 3 or higher on the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) stack since layer 2 protocols in local area networks are trusted.
For the same reason, layer 2 capabilities of existing firewall technologies are quite limited. Physical
access control to network connections has always been the cornerstone of trust in layer 2 protocols.
New applications of these protocols, however, extend layer 2 networks’ reach beyond the physical
custody of a single company. In addition, one of the biggest threats is from insiders. From the
perspective of the network layer, the effect of denial-of-service attacks on a layer 2 routing protocol
is examined [55]. We discovered considerable performance and resilience decrease in our trials. We
also look into topological engagement attacks, which undermine the concept of traffic separation in
switched local area networks by enabling layer 2 traffic spying without setting off layer 3 alarms. To
lessen the effects of such attacks, various safety measures are suggested. Finally, we provide concrete
experiments to show how effective the suggested countermeasures are. Because of the vulnerability of
the interface between the host and network systems, attacks take place at the data connection layer.
The data connection layer guarantees effective data transmission between networked machines [56].
Table 3 shows the data link layer attacks.
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Table 3: Popular data link layer attacks with description

Attack name Description

MAC attacks (CAM table flooding) A switch is inundated with MAC addresses
randomly. As a result, the switch’s table fills up.
The switch is compelled to function as a hub.

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) attacks Switches are sent incorrect BPDU packets to
modify the spanning-tree topology. If the topology
is often limited, a Dos attack can be initiated.

Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) attacks Incorrect CDP information is supplied to switches
and routers, causing them to malfunction.

Virtual local area networks (VLAN) attacks By transmitting incorrect VLAN information to
switches, either network Configurations are
modified, or ii) network functioning is badly
harmed.

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Attacks on networks are made by interfering with
DHCP processes. Attacks such as a man in the
middle are possible.

ARP attacks Attacks on networks are made by interfering with
ARP operations.
The operation of a network can be significantly
harmed in these assaults (for example, a rogue
router can become the network’s default gateway).

7.1 Data Link Layer

Fig. 4 shows the classification of attack in more detail. The type is based on three categories:
common attacks, widespread attacks, and layer 2 (data-link layer attack) attacks. Table 4 Shows the
STP security as well as attacks.

7.2 Spanning Tree Protocol

In this phase prevention/security of STP as well as different attacks are dicussed, whease the
spaning tree protocol is show in Fig. 5.

7.3 Wireless LANs

Fig. 6 shows the wireless LAN along-with types, attacks, and wired equivalent privacy:
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Figure 4: Data-link layer attacks

Table 4: Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) security and attacks

Security Attacks

STP ensures no data flow loops occur when a
network includes redundant links.

Taking over the root bridge attack is disruptive,
mainly at layer 2.

The network’s resilience is ensured through the
use of redundant paths.

Any BPDU is accepted by the LAN switch, which
sends neighboring BPDUs to face value every 2 s.

STP is a layer 2 connection management
protocol.

The attacking switch does not attempt to take over
as root due to the DoS employing a flood of
configuration BPDUs.

They can create fatal loops in the network,
resulting in a DoS attack.

Creates a significant number of BPDUs per second,
causing the switches’ CPUs to be overworked.
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Figure 5: Spanning tree protocol

Figure 6: Wireless LANs

7.4 Results of Attacks

Based on parameters such as attack description, recovery, target, packet loss, BPDU/s, and Pings.
After analyzing or reviewing several studies, we draw the results of several attacks based on the
parameters above. Table 5 discusses the results of several attacks.

Table 5: Complete results of several attacks

Attack description Recover Target Packet loss BPDU/sec Pings

Connection Manager (CM) STP
messages

75 s 3 69% 120 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
3, 6 ⇒ 3

CM RSTP messages 47 s 3 100% 119 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
3, 6 ⇒ 3

(Continued)
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Table 5: Continued
Attack description Recover Target Packet loss BPDU/sec Pings

CM STP & RSTP 74 s 3 100% 120 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
3, 6 ⇒ 3

CM & Topology Change
Notification (TCN) STP &
Connection Manager Topology
Change Notification (CM RSTP)

91 s 3 99% 122 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
3, 6 ⇒ 3

Topology Change Notification
Spanning Tree Protocols (TCN
STP) messages

3 s 3 23.6% 131 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
3, 6 ⇒ 3

CM STP messages 97 s 5 80% 121 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
2, 2 ⇒ 6

Connection Manager Rapid
Spanning Tree Protocol (CM
RSTP) messages

30 s 5 100% 120 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
2, 2 ⇒ 6

CM STP & RSTP 52 s 5 97% 120 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
2, 2 ⇒ 6

CM & TCN STP & CM RSTP 61 s 5 88.3% 123 K 3 ⇒ 2, 4 ⇒
2, 2 ⇒ 6

CM STP messages 89 s 4 (Root) 93.6% 121 K 1 ⇒ 5, 3 ⇒
5, 2 ⇒ 6

CM RSTP messages 54 s 4 (R) 100% 120 K 1 ⇒ 5, 3 ⇒
5, 2 ⇒ 6

CM STP & RSTP 78 s 4 (R) 97.3% 120 K 1 ⇒ 5, 3 ⇒
5, 2 ⇒ 6

CM & TCN STP & CM RSTP 71 s 4 (R) 96% 125 K 1 ⇒ 5, 3 ⇒
5, 2 ⇒ 6

TCN STP messages 60 s 4 (R) 91% 132 K 1 ⇒ 5, 3 ⇒
5, 2 ⇒ 6

In Table 5, the results are organized by experiment number, attack description, number of BPDU
messages generated per second with the attack tool, origin and destination of the sets of pings,
hierarchical level of the target switch in the spanning tree, percentage of packet loss (as measured by
pings after 5 min of flooding), and time is taken for the target switch to become responsive to Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) traffic after the attack was suspended. As indicated in Table 5,
the pings were sent from station 5 to station 3. The recovery period is revealed in experiment Table 4
by pings delivered from station 4 to station 6 immediately following the break-up of the attack. In
conclusion, Table 6 demonstrates that the pings were transmitted from station 3 to station 6. As seen
in Table 4, the network’s performance suffers dramatically if an attacker bombards any network bridge
with fictitious, painstakingly crafted STP and RSTP messages. The target switch is positioned higher in
the tree hierarchy, as shown in Table 4, the more successful the flooding assault is. This tendency could
be accounted for by the fact that certain switches statistically carry more trunk traffic than switches
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at lower scale levels. Due to the increased amount of traffic arbitration decisions that these switches
must make in addition to the computational burden brought on by the flow of BPDU messages, these
switches must use additional CPU resources (constant in attacks on Tables 4 and 5). Configuration
message RSTP messages are more effective in preventing a decline in network performance than other
BPDU formats (namely, configuration message and topology change notification RSTP).

8 Idea Proposed

In terms of networking, Layer 2 occasionally acts as a weak link. A security system is only as
strong as its weakest link. The Layer 2 security methods covered in this chapter assist in defending
a network from a variety of dangers. The most popular Layer 2 attack methods highlight the level’s
weaknesses and emphasize that the other tiers are aware of the problem. To safeguard the higher
levels of the Open Systems Interconnection Model) (OSI) reference model, network-level tools like
firewalls, intrusion prevention systems (IPS), and programs like antivirus and host-based intrusion
protection are all employed (HIPS). If your network doesn’t use Ethernet as its layer 2 protocol, some
of these attacks might not be applicable to you, even if a network like that is likely to be vulnerable
to a variety of assaults [57]. The attacker may intercept communications, alter data, stop the flow
of information, or employ a mix of the aforementioned techniques. These options pose a serious
danger to crucial infrastructure, state institutions, or governmental processes even when no malice
is intended. The internet controls some crucial infrastructure, which is maintained by landline and
mobile communications companies [58,59].

9 Discussion

In this study, we explored a variety of security assaults that occurred at network layers, such as
physical, data link, network, transport, and application. However, particular attacks connected to
specific layers are indicated in the table. Researchers can readily identify layer-based assaults this way.
Similarly, certain typical assaults, such as DoS, DDOS, and black holes, are examined in greater depth
in this research. Then, significant issues like security, data confidentiality, authorization, and so on are
discussed.

Furthermore, this study emphasizes data link layer assaults, classified into three types (common
attacks, layer 2 attacks, and widespread attacks), and some protection techniques shown in Fig. 2.
DHCP assaults are frequent, and attacks on networks are carried out by interfering with DHCP
procedures. A man-in-the-middle attack is a possibility. STP attacks are described while addressing
Layer 2 attacks, in which switches are delivered erroneous BPDU packets to change the spanning-tree
topology. DoS attacks can be launched if the topology is often altered. However, infamous assaults
and typical attacks such as denial of service are mentioned, which might be triggered by imbalanced
traffic. At the same time, the comparison and overall results reveal that STP-related attacks are more
efficient in terms of network performance degradation.

10 Conclusion

This research discusses several security issues at different network levels, including physical, data
connection, network, transport, and application. The chart does, however, note specific assaults
related to different levels. This makes layer-based attacks easy to recognize for researchers. In
the same way, specific common attacks like DoS, DDOS, and black holes are more thoroughly
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investigated in this study. The discussion then turns to fundamental problems like security, data
privacy, authorization, etc.

Furthermore, this study focuses on data link layer attacks, which are grouped into three groups
(common attacks, layer 2 attacks, and widespread attacks) and specific defense mechanisms illustrated
in Fig. 2. STP attacks are discussed in the context of Layer 2 assaults, in which switches are sent
erroneous BPDU packets in order to modify the spanning-tree topology. DHCP attacks are common
in which attacks on networks are carried out by interfering with DHCP operations. A man-in-the-
middle assault is conceivable. DoS attacks are possible if the topology is often changed. However,
prominent and common attacks like denial of service are highlighted, which may be caused by
unbalanced traffic. At the same time, the comparison and overall results show that STP-related attacks
are more effective in terms of degrading network performance.

According to industry trends, numerous internet service providers are investigating Layer 2 (L2)
services for the final mile to the consumer. Despite administrative solid and economic considerations,
a universal L2 switching architecture threatens to replace L3 switching and dynamic routing protocols
in large corporate Local Area Networks (LANs) and Controller Area Network (CANs). Performance
arguments must also be guaranteed to assure the success of this flat L2 architecture. In this context,
several challenges stemming from the lack of robustness of STP implementations have substantially
impacted services that are important to our society [24]. If the attack tool successfully creates loops
in the topology (STP) or inhibits tree formation, the investigated network architecture will perform
much worse (RSTP). In both circumstances, RSTP appears to be of unquestionable benefit in
leveraging system administrative requirements. This research discusses further assaults on R/STP that
substantially impact their resilience. The attacks are intended to interfere with the regular operation
of the protocol by taking advantage of the BPDU packets’ lack of authentication.

Furthermore, the network’s ability to survive is gravely endangered by the attack tool’s capacity to
play an active part in the topology. Significant consequences of this attack include Layer 3 transparent
traffic surveillance and Virtual local area networks (VLAN). The discovery of protocol issues has
led to offering new possible RSTP enhancements. Although they could impact performance, these
innovations take on a challenging task: reducing design flaws in the initial specifications of the
protocols. The validity and effectiveness of the suggested treatments are therefore evaluated using
a comprehensive set of studies. The scope of this study will also be expanded to include resource
restriction strategies, the use of cryptographic and digital signatures, and the optimization of WSN
MAC protocols.
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